Who is really paying for the A’s
stadium at howard TERMINAL?
A’s president Dave Kaval has repeatedly claimed that the team is “committed to privately financing the ballpark” at Howard
1
Terminal, telling CBS This Morning that no taxpayer money would be used. Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf has proudly echoed
2
Kaval’s inaccurate claims, reiterating on KQED that the city was “not giving public dollars” to the A’s or developers. But their
actions tell a different story.

THE TRUTH: OAKLAND TAXPAYERS Will likely Pay hundreds of MILLIONs
Sponsored by the A's, SB 293 paves the way for Oakland taxpayers to finance the development’s infrastructure. In fact,
according to the San Francisco Chronicle, Mayor Schaaf has estimated the city could put $200 million into the project.3 The A’s
have made it clear they need city funding, telling the California Legislature that the stadium could not move forward without
4
SB 293 to pay for road improvements and even the cleanup the A's previously claimed they would cover. This is money that
could otherwise be used for Oakland’s students, to repair its crumbling streets and to address our homeless crisis.

"The [Howard Terminal] project will require [a] tax increment associated
with SB 293 to achieve the world-class waterfront parks and open spaces,
remediation of existing soil and groundwater contaminants..."
- Oakland A's support letter for SB 293 legislation
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“[Mayor Libby Schaaf] said it is reasonable that the city could consider a
$200 million infrastructure deal for the A’s, as the city did for the Raiders
at the Coliseum in 2017."
10.8.19

"The A’s ownership wants to use profits off development of the
[Coliseum] land, effectively ripping off taxpayers, to subsidize its
waterfront project."
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